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Background on the report
About the report
The report has two main sections: the first part of the report covers the benchmark data, which will
help you understand what the ticketed landscape is like in Northern Ireland, as well as by the
different audience groups (event audiences, participatory audiences, and festival audiences). The
second part of the report shows your individual figures with the benchmark, so you know where
you stand. 21 organisations participated in this year’s report:
Belfast
venues

Regional
venues*

Festivals

About the methodology
This year, with the pandemic closing venues’ doors and most of us working remotely, we decided to
change the way we pulled your ticketing data. In years past, we’ve logged onto your respective
ticketing systems, sometimes visiting your physical venue and other times logging in remotely. We
changed it up this year and are analysing the data that comes from organisations’ automatic feeds
into our Purple Seven Vital Statistics software. This ensures that the data is anonymised, and allows
us to pull the data in a consistent way across all organisations, without us having to hassle you for
data and logins.
The data housed in Vital Statistics only includes household bookers with verified addresses. This
means that the data presented in this report is at a minimum, and actual figures may be higher as
Vital Statistics data excludes sales with no customer data captured. As a result, this report will give
you a sense of the customers you have contact information on, which are the people you have a
relationship with. This is why capturing contact information is so important – if you don’t have a
means of contacting audiences, you can’t identify them in your ticketing system, and can’t
understand their patterns of behaviour in order to develop a relationship with them.
This year, we’ve done separate analyses for three types of audiences for NI venues based on our
Thrive coding system:
Event audiences (not including participatory events)
Participatory audiences (this includes classes, workshops, and other participatory work)
And festival audiences
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*Seamus Heaney Homeplace’s exhibition data was excluded from the benchmark

Background on the report
About the metrics
We’ve developed the metrics this year to include the following:

What is it?

Why is it important?

Here we cover four things:

The big
picture

• Total number of household
bookers
• Total tickets sold
• What audiences spent during
the year
• Average achieved capacity
(average of the number of
tickets sold divided by the total
tickets available per event)

These figures help you to understand the
scope of the audience you have data on:
how large a booker pool you have vs. your
total footfall, total spend, and how well your
events are selling.

Customer loyalty shows you how well you’re
retaining audiences from the previous year.
Here we cover three things:

• Customer loyalty (percent of
customers who are returning
from the previous year)

Customer
behaviour

Ticket yield

• Customer engagement during
the current year (percent of
customers attending once vs.
those attending multiple times
during the year)

Customer engagement shows you how often
people are attending during the year. Are
they only coming once, or coming multiple
times?
Average basket size indicates if audiences are
coming in larger/smaller groups, or are
booking for multiple events at once.

• Average basket size (average
number of tickets purchased
per transaction)

This section will help you decide which
audience development strategy you need.
For instance, ff you need more loyal and
returning audiences, it’s about deepening
relationships. If you’re retaining audiences
well, it’s about widening or diversifying your
audience base.

Average value of a ticket (total
revenue divided by total tickets
sold)

Knowing your ticket yield and how your
organisation compares to the benchmark will
help inform future pricing strategies.

Here we look at supply and
demand:

Seasonality

• Supply: number of
performances on offer by
month
• Demand: number of tickets
sold by month

Knowing when people attend vs. when
events are on is helpful for future planning.
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Section 1:
2019-20 Benchmark Figures –
What happened in NI overall?
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2019/20 Benchmark Figures:
What happened in NI overall?
The big picture: looking at attendance, spend, and capacity
Over 150k households booked tickets to cultural activities
More than £15 million was spent on arts and culture
Over 820k tickets were purchased
Average achieved capacity was 61%

All metrics are
slightly lower than
the previous financial
year, except capacity
(which is higher)

Seasonality: supply and demand

Ticket demand: comparing bookers and
attenders

December was the most
popular time for bookers
to attend, but this pales
in comparison to the
total footfall:
5 times the number of
people attended in
December compared to
those who made a
booking.
This was mainly driven
by audiences for events.
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On the supply side, the
greatest number of
events were also held in
December, followed by
October and August.
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2019/20 Benchmark Figures:
What happened in NI overall?
Customer behaviour: loyalty, engagement, and basket size

Loyalty

Engagement

Basket size

30%

21%

2.8

of household bookers
returned from the
previous year

of household bookers
attended multiple
times in FY 2019-20

tickets were
purchased per
transaction on
average

This is slightly lower
than
FY 18-19 (32%)

This is just slightly
lower than
FY 18-19 (22%)

This is slightly higher
than FY 18-19 (2.7)

Ticket yield*: what are audiences paying on average?
*Ticket yield = the total revenue divided by the total number of tickets sold
Average ticket yield:
FY 19-20:

FY 18-19:

£15

£13

Compared
to
the
previous year, ticket
yield was higher in FY
19-20

As expected, ticket yield differs by geographic location for events, and by product
type, with participatory events having a £27 ticket yield.

Events

Participatory events

Festivals

ticket yield

£27

£13

Regional: £13

ticket yield

ticket yield

Belfast: £18

ticket yield
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Section 2:
2019-20 Benchmark Figures –
Exploring event audiences
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2019/20 Benchmark Figures:
Event Audiences
Introduction
Because data for events across Northern Ireland can differ greatly, we’ve divided
the data up by Belfast and Regional venues. Below are the 15 organisations covered
in this analysis:
Belfast
venues

Regional
venues*

*Seamus Heaney Homeplace’s exhibition data was excluded from the benchmark

The big picture: comparing Belfast and Regional venues
The two areas had roughly the same number of household bookers in total, but
Belfast organisations made slightly more revenue in total and also had a higher
ticket yield. Belfast venues had slightly higher achieved levels of capacity compared
to Regional venues.

Belfast Venues

Regional Venues

83,000 household bookers in total

82,000 household bookers in total

331,000 tickets sold in total

417,000 tickets sold in total

Total Belfast revenue: £7.98 million

Total Regional revenue: £5.42 million

Average ticket yield: £18/ticket

Average ticket yield: £13/ticket

Average achieved capacity: 59%

Average achieved capacity: 55%
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2019/20 Benchmark Figures:
Event Audiences
Customer behaviour: loyalty, engagement, and basket size
Interestingly, event audiences for both Belfast and Regional venues had identical
engagement metrics, with 1/5 of audiences attending multiple times a year. What
differed was loyalty and average basket size. Regional audiences were more likely to
return from the previous year, and people were booking more tickets per transaction
for Regional venues compared to Belfast venues.
Belfast Venues

Regional Venues

FY 2019-20
Engagement

20% attended multiple times during the year

Loyalty

32% of bookers returned
from the previous year

34% of bookers returned from the
previous year

Average
basket size

2.6 tickets per transaction

3.5 tickets per transaction

FY 2018-19 metrics for comparison

Engagement

20%

22%

Loyalty

28%

32%

Average
basket size

2.7

3.5

Seasonality: event demand by area
Comparison of Belfast event footfall vs.
Regional event footfall
200000
150000
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Belfast event audiences

Regional event audiences

While there was a
small
spike
in
attendance at Belfast
venues in December,
there were 2x the
number of audiences
at Regional venues
that same month.
This is primarily due
to the popularity of
one event: Enchanted
Winter Garden in
Antrim.
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Section 3:
2019-20 Benchmark Figures –
Exploring participatory audiences
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2019/20 Benchmark Figures:
Participatory Audiences
Introduction
Last year, we’ve received feedback from Foundations participants that audiences
for participatory work may be different than those who attend non-participatory
events. We listened, and this year we separated out the data for Participatory
audiences to look and see what the differences were.
We wanted to conduct our analysis among venues who dedicated a good portion of
their events to Participatory work in order to paint a picture of Participatory
audiences in NI. Of the 15 venues participating in Foundations this year, 9 venues
have at least 30% of their events coded as Participatory events. Of the 9 venues, 2
are based in Belfast and 7 are Regional, so we have decided to put them together
into one cohesive NI-wide Participatory benchmark. The full list of venues included
in this analysis is shown below:

The big picture: supply and demand for Participatory events
Supply and demand for
Participatory events
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

27%

12%

% of all Foundations % of all Foundations
bookers who attend
events that are
participatory events
participatory

Demand

Only 12% of all bookers attend a
participatory
event,
so
this
represents a smaller audience
compared to the audience for nonparticipatory events. This is in stark
contrast to the percent of events
that are participatory by nature. The
difference in the metrics may be due
to the smaller class size for
participatory events compared to
the capacity for non-participatory
events.

Supply
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2019/20 Benchmark Figures:
Participatory Audiences
The big picture: looking at attendance, spend, and capacity
The audience base for participatory work is small, however they fill a higher percent of
available seats compared to non-participatory events.

Audiences for
Participatory events

Audiences for NonParticipatory events

Household bookers

Approx. 8,400

Approx. 181,000

Total spend

Over £769,000

Over £14 million

Total tickets
purchased

Over 21,000
tickets

Over 788,000 tickets

Average achieved
capacity

70%

Belfast: 59%
Regional: 55%

Ticket yield: what are participatory audiences paying on average?
Participatory events have a much higher ticket yield compared to Non-Participatory
events. However, due to smaller available capacities (fewer number of tickets/spaces
available per event), they only contribute to 12% of an organisation's revenue on
average.

Average ticket yield
£30
£25
£20
£15
£10
£5
£0

£27
£18
£13

Average ticket yield for
Participatory events

Average ticket yield for
Non-Participatory events
(Belfast venues)

Average ticket yield for
Non-Participatory events
(Regional venues)
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2019/20 Benchmark Figures:
Participatory Audiences
Customer behaviour: loyalty, engagement, and basket size
While audiences for Participatory events are slightly less loyal than those for NonParticipatory events, they are more likely to attend a venue multiple times a year.
Participatory audiences are buying fewer tickets per transaction, but this makes
sense as Participatory events often come with a higher price tag, which means
people may be buying tickets more for themselves rather than for other people.

Loyalty

Engagement

Basket size

22%

23%

2.0

of household bookers
returned from the
previous year

of household bookers
attended multiple
times in FY 2019-20

tickets were
purchased per
transaction on
average

This is lower than
non-participatory
audiences (32% in
Belfast, 34% Regional)

This is higher than
non-participatory
audiences (20%)

This is lower than
non-participatory
audiences (2.6 in
Belfast, 3.5 Regional)

Seasonality: supply and demand for participatory events throughout the year

18%
16%
14%
12%
10%
8%
6%
4%
2%
0%

Supply and Demand in NI
(Participatory Audiences)
Participatory
attendance
dips in June,
December, and
March
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Demand (% of tickets)
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Section 4:
2019-20 Benchmark Figures –
Exploring festival audiences
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2019/20 Benchmark Figures:
Festival Audiences
Introduction
This year, six festivals are participating in the Foundations report:

Due to the small number of festivals, we have reported all festival data in total. This
includes festivals located both in and outside of Belfast, and includes audiences for
participatory and non-participatory events. Data are reported in total in order to
paint a broad picture of festival audiences, which hasn’t been captured before in NI.

The big picture: looking at attendance, spend, ticket yield, and capacity
As expected, festivals are more events-heavy, with fewer participatory events
compared to total NI figures - festivals had an average of 11% of events classed as
participatory, compared to 27% for the NI average. However, the average ticket yield
is low, and is on-par with Regional events yield (at £13/ticket) rather than Belfast
events (at £18/ticket), despite 5 of the 6 festivals being based in Belfast.
Festivals have an average achieved capacity of 57%, which is just shy of the NI
average and is roughly on par with the average achieved capacity for events in
Belfast and Regional venues.

Bookers

Tickets sold

Spend

> 16,000

Over 45k

Households booked
tickets to festivals

total tickets were
sold

>£724k

Average ticket yield

£13/ticket
on average

was spent on festivals

Average achieved
capacity

57%
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2019/20 Benchmark Figures:
Festival Audiences
Customer behaviour: loyalty, engagement, and basket size
Festival audiences tend to have a small basket size, buying 2.2 tickets per
transaction on average. This is lower than event audiences in Belfast (at 2.6 tickets
per transaction), but isn’t as low as participatory audiences (2.0 tickets).

Engagement is on-par with event audiences, with 19% of festival audiences
attending multiple times a year. Given that festivals are only on for a short period of
time, this is a pretty good figure, as venues are open year-round and give people
more of an opportunity to attend.
However, loyalty is surprisingly low: only 19% of festival audiences came back from
the previous year.

Basket size
Festival attenders buy

2.2 tickets
per transaction
on average

Average basket size
4.0
3.0
2.0
1.0
0.0

3.5
2.6

2.2

Festivals

Engagement

19%
of household bookers
attended multiple
times in FY 2019-20

of household bookers
came back from the
previous year

Belfast Events Regional Events Participatory
Events

Engagement levels
30%
20%

23%

20%

19%

10%
0%
Festivals

Loyalty

19%

2.0

Events (Belfast and Participatory Events
Regional)

Loyalty levels
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

32%
19%

Festivals

34%
22%

Belfast Events Regional Events Participatory
Events
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www.wewillthrive.co.uk

researchexec@wewillthrive.co.uk
Report icons made by Freepik from www.flaticon.com
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